2014-15 Senior Paper Award in Economics:

“Going Against the Grain: Using the Difference-in-difference Estimation Model to Study the Commoditization of Quinoa and its effect on Food (in)Security in the Andean Region” by Aiah Yobah, AB Economics

Nominees for 2014-15 Senior Paper Award in Economics:

- "Provider Networks and Delivery of Health Care Services" by Cody Baetz, AB Economics
- "Mobile Payment Platforms in Emerging Markets: Economic Impact and Significance" by Alex Ballasiotes, BBA Economics
- "The Economic Impact of Sports Stadiums: A Case Study of the Atlanta Falcons" by Manuel Blondell, BBA Economics
- "Post-Merger Activity in a Post-ACA (Affordable Care Act) Country" by Bikram Chandhok, AB Economics
- "The Economic and Social Effects of Coloraado Amendment 64" by Margaret Evans, BBA Economics
- "Do Labor Market Opportunities in the Indian Automotive Industry Improve Overall Human Capital Attainment?" by Thomas Frankham-Smith, AB Economics
- "The Effects of Bring Your Own Technology Programs on the Achievement Gap" by Dana Hanington, BBA Economics
- "Value Added Tax as an Indicator for Prices: A Case Study of the Canadian Tax System" by Joe Powell, AB Economics
- "Did the devastation of Japan help America ... Again?" by Brandon Taylor, AB Economics
- "Has the Current Funding Structure of Graduate Medical Education (GME) Increased the Physician Shortage in the United States?" by Alexandra Thomson, BBA Economics
- "The Globalization of the Hallyu Wave" by Jasmine Wright, AB Economics